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Foreword
The origins of the Ox-herding Pictures are obscure, to say the least. They seem to have
travelled from Northern India and been known in Taoist China, in various forms, before the
flowering of the Buddhist era during the Tang Dynasty, and to have become fixed as a series
of Ten at some time during the C12th. The teachings of Chinese Chan master Kuoan Shiyuan
(known as Kakuan Shien in Japan) become associated with the pictures in this period.
What does seem clear is that the images came first: sequences of five, six, eight, ten, and
sometimes twelve pictures are recorded. The verses followed, in written form; lastly the
commentaries, perhaps given orally in the formalised setting of a meditation hall, before
being set down as text.

Through subsequent centuries many have added their own comments to the whole, overwriting the originals as a means of guidance and teaching, keeping the matter fresh to the
minds of later generations.
And as a means of describing the meditation enlightenment path offered by Tao and
Buddha, their playfulness and immediacy must have been enjoyed by young and old equally,
by those lettered and un-lettered, thus ensuring their survival, their relevance intact and
leavening our continuing practice today.

In 1957 Tuttle Publishing brought the OX pictures out of Asia to an increasingly receptive
audience in the West as part of the collected writings - Zen Flesh, Zen Bones, this book in

time becoming a shared favourite and teaching aid, particularly in North America and
Europe. Three reasons, among others, point to its success and longevity: the clarity,
sincerity, and humanity of Senzaki and Reps writing; the contemporary, delightful, and
expressive woodcut prints of Tokuriki, from blocks carved in his Kyoto atelier and
reproduced in its pages; and lastly, the fact that it was in English.

A paperback copy of this book has been in my possession since the late 1970s, presented to
me as a gift, as I remember. Then recently, and entirely serendipitously, I was able to
examine in detail a loose-leaf, full-scale, and finely made edition of the prints. It is a transfer
of these that is presented here, and which prompted my own small contribution: a personal
re-working of the verses, and addition, by way of over-writing, to the commentaries.

Made in the Solace Study – First Moon OX Year 2021.

1.

ONE: The Search for the OX
In the pasture of this world, I endlessly push aside tall grasses in search of the OX.
Following rivers of no name, lost in a daze of crossing paths on far-off mountains,
My strength giving out and my vitality exhausted,
I cannot find the OX.
At rest, un-resting,
I hear only locusts chittering and chirring through the forest at night.

Commentary:
I have lost the OX; or is it that I have lost myself? Unable to find the OX, I am unable to find
myself. How did we become so separated? Looking ever further afield I cannot see my home,
nor focus on the near at hand. Stones of sorrow bruise my steps. The whip and rein intended
gently to lead the OX instead upbraid and entangle me, so that I cannot move. I must stop.
Yet what is that stirring at my back, over my shoulder?

2.

TWO: Discovering Footprints
Along the riverbank, under trees, I discover footprints.
There!
Even among fragrant soft and springy grass, I see them.
Moving ahead, deep into remote country they go…
These tracks can no more be hidden than the nose on my face,
Raised heavenward.

Commentary:
Some part of the teaching becomes clear to me, as if I had known it all along. Although I
cannot see my home, I know that all paths lead there. It is no more a question of this or that,
of wet or fair weather, of high ground or valley.
Keeping all in mind together, I find a way, and follow it.

3.

THREE: Perceiving the OX
I hear birdsong, a dawn nightingale.
The sun is warming, the wind mild.
Willows braid green along the water-meadow.
Here no OX can hide but must be seen. See?
And who might describe that anvil head,
Those up-lift ready-to-gore horns?

Commentary:
Hearing sound, you sense its source. Knowing light, you perceive its colour. This is how it is.
So too of touch, scent, taste… With all in balance there comes a posture in the mind, wide as
oceans, wide as sky. As shadows come, they fly.
OX and I, we raise our heads together.

4.

FOUR: Catching the OX
By tremendous struggle I seize him,
His great spirit and strength enduring.
He stamps, and charges the steep high ground.
There, in streaming cloud-mist upon a precipice edge,
He stands.

Commentary:
For many years the OX and I have foraged the forest, now coming together, now drawing
apart. Today I have taken a hold. Yet still his stubborn desire, his pleasure, is for sweeter,
distant grass. It is not enough just to bid him stay, I must bring his mind into mine, with rein
and whip ready.

5.

FIVE: Taming the OX
At first the whip and rein are needed,
To curb his wandering off or rolling in muck.
Such training calms him; his natural self is gentle, after all.
He pulls less ahead.
Quite soon he is behind his Oxherd, following me along.

Commentary:
A discursive thought, a mind that veers, will lead to wandering, discursive action. A clear
thought, a mind that is steady, will lead to clear action with a subsequence of truth unfolding.
Here is a turning point, a turning word, a turning about; a time has come. Together we move
in step.

6.

SIX: Riding the OX
Mounted to his wide back, slowly we tread homeward.
Then drawing a flute from my sleeve I float bamboo songs
Upon the evening air.
Nature conducts nature,
So that any who hear will wish to join us,
The OX and me.

Commentary:
It is a double giving, double surrender, the OX and I, each to the other. His deep groundhum, my voice as of youth, make constancy of drone and melody. No call from behind, no
beckon to return, reaches us. Sitting aloft, I observe the grassy valley ahead.

7.

Seven: The OX transcended
I come home, riding the OX.
So calm am I; the OX too settles.
Home! As daylight touches the eaves, I wake.
Moving quietly within,
I put away the rein and whip.

Commentary:
Such comfort in this: No more seeking footprints, needing neither rein to lead, nor whip to
guide, I can let the OX go.
I let him go…
See him there, away to the East, horns low, browsing the valley grass. How tame, how white
he appears now.

8.

Eight: Limitless
No Ox, nor I. Neither rein, never whip,
Fluteless.
A ground of snow sky,
Yet fire abides,
Countless ancient’s footprints.

Commentary:
Becomes landscape. Now is every nothing. This clearing from mind, where reaches; how so
sought, or apart from? Not tarrying but stays to go; he finds not seeking flowers.

9.

Nine: Return to the Source
So much fret and wandering far,
To din a crystal silence, to dig an unsure root.
But to remain at heart, unconcerned the while, as
Backwards flowing, the endless stream
Returns beginnings to beginnings.

Commentary:
What can be truer than THIS? In dying we must live, in living we will die, in dying we must
live… but differently. The bird flies in blue, the willow leaves in green, the fish swims in water,
the water quenches.

10.

Ten: Abroad
Older now, unshod and with clothes undone,
I go where there are other people.
By their glances I must appear rough, a rogue even,
But I am in joy.
Ever at ease, I take things as they are,
And trees come into blossom as I walk.

Commentary:
All know me, none regard me. A certain transparency persists with me now, even when I go
to the market. I bring amber wine; brown trout for the young ones: treasure! Then, taking up
my stick and turned for home, I notice the light, everywhere.

From the original woodcut frontispiece to the ten-picture set.

